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ABSTRACT 

A web crawler is a computer software that uses a methodical, automatic, organized approach to 
browse the World Wide Web. One key technique for data collection and keeping up with the 
continuously evolving internet is web crawling. Numerous webpages are frequently updated. This 
project is a preview of Crawl, not only the surface web but also the deep web through the Tor 
network and Onion routing. It is tracking and maintains onion links to monitor the vast deep web 
and keep logs of some illegal websites. 

NEED FOR CRAWLER  

Deep web search is by far the most significant topic on the World Wide Web. Different methods 
are needed to locate pertinent information on the internet. Crawling is a method for finding 
pertinent data on the internet. Today, individuals use search engines like Google and Yahoo to 
look up information, however these search engines don't always display the information 
appropriately. Search can be characterized as the process of traversing directed graphs since the 
Internet is a directed graph with the web page acting as the node and the hyperlink as the edge. 
Web crawlers can crawl numerous new sites from a single site by adhering to the linked structure 
of the web. The graphical layout of web pages is how web crawlers navigate between pages.  These 
programmes are also referred to as worms, robots, and spiders. 
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Web crawlers are made to retrieve websites and add them to nearby repositories. A duplicate of 
each page that is visited is basically made by the crawler, which is then processed by the search 
engine, which subsequently indexes the downloaded pages to create the Quick search event. The 
search engines' task is to archive data on numerous web sites they retrieve from the Internet. A 
web crawler, a browser that follows each link it sees automatically, retrieves these sites. 

OBJECTIVE 

Primary Objective : 

To crawl, monitor and maintain the list of surface URLs and onion URLs in order to keep up with 
this vast and deep web. 

Secondary Objective: 

● To analyze the URL for the illegal activity. 
● To keep a log of illegal websites on the deep web. 
● To collect onion URLs which are hidden in the deep web. 
● To produce this information for cybercrime investigation. 
● To gather information, such as contact numbers and e-mail ids from the URLs. 

EXISTING SYSTEM & LIMITATIONS 

Currently, the internet plays a huge role in our daily lives. The user uses the internet to do a search 
based on his needs. Due to the abundance and dynamic nature of web resources on the internet, 
offering better results that are pertinent to the search term and customizing the search are the 
difficult problems in information retrieval. The crawlers that already exist in this world are used 
to crawl only the surface web. It will crawl the surface web with the help of seed URLs and analyze 
the URLs present in the given URL. After crawling the given URLs it will store all the crawled 
URLs from the given URLs and index them, such that the user can use the known URLs and can 
just search with the keywords and the search engine will do the job. The process behind a search 
engine is complicated. Search engines index a large content crawled from a number of web pages 
having heaps of unique words. They respond to a large number of queries every second. Although 
there is a great significance of web search engines at large-scale, less analysis has been done 
regarding their working principle. 

● Can not crawl the hidden URLs. 
● Revels the IP address of the user. 
● Can not crawl contact information. 
● Support only some internet protocols. 
● Used only on the surface web which is only a minor part. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 
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The Advanced Deep Web Crawler (ADC) is a crawler which is proposed as an alternative to the 
existing system. 

The deep web and black web that are present within the deep web will also be explored in addition 
to the surface web. In other words, the entire internet is fully crawled. It will crawl the web with 
the help of seed URLs which can be anything such as onion URLs, surface URLs or hidden URLs 
and analyze the URLs for the presence of any URLs in them.  

Then the crawled URLs from the seed URLs are crawled again based on the depth value given for 
the depth scan. The crawler not only crawls for the URLs in the seed URLs but also crawls for the 
contact information present in them. After completing the crawling process all the crawled URLs, 
seed URLs and contact information are stored locally and indexed, which can be used later for 
accessing the webpage. 

Above all, the crawler provides security and anonymity by connecting itself with the TOR network 
which uses onion routing. 

Advantages: 

● Easy to use. 
● Provides anonymity. 
● Crawls the hidden URLs. 
● Crawl's contact information. 
● Support all internet protocols. 
● Uses onion routing on the TOR network. 
● Used on both surface web and deep web. 

REQUIREMENTS 

LINUX: 

The most well-known and popular open-source operating system is Linux. Linux is an 
operating system that sits below every other piece of software on a computer, taking requests 
from those programmes and directing them to the hardware. 

TOR: 

Each website you visit is isolated by Tor Browser, preventing tracking by third-party 
trackers and advertisements. When you finish surfing, all cookies are instantly removed. It 
holds true for your browsing history as well. 

SOCKS: 

SOCKS Proxy is a TCP-level proxy server. In other words, it acts like a tunnel, forwarding all 
traffic passing through it unchanged. SOCKS proxies can be used to forward traffic using any 
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network protocol that uses TCP. PySocks allows you to send traffic through SOCKS and HTTP 
proxy servers. 

WORKING PRINCIPLE  

The root URLs are the initial set of URLs that web crawlers visit. In order to extract new 
links from downloaded pages, download web pages in order to find the original URLs. Web 
pages that have been retrieved are properly indexed and kept in the bucket so that they can 
be used at a later time. Verification of whether relevant documents have been downloaded 
for URLs that were extracted from the downloaded page. The URLs are reassigned to the 
crawler for later download if they are not downloaded. Up till there are no more URLs to 
download, this process is repeated. Crawlers download millions of pages every day to 
complete their objectives. 

 

WORKING  
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FLOW DIAGRAM 

 

 

ACTIVITY FLOW OF THE CRAWLER 

MODES OF CRAWLING  

The Advanced DeepWeb Crawler offers many modes for crawling namely: 

● Crawl Mode 
● Extract Mode 
● Crawl and Extract mode 
● Save mode  
● Quiet mode 

Crawl Mode:  
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Crawl Mode captures the seed URL and looks for other embedded URLs within the seed URL and 
Crawls the embedded URLs. 

Extract Mode: 

Extract mode looks for all the information in the seed URL and the embedded URLs and shows 
us the information. 

Crawl and Extract Mode: 

This mode does both the Crawl and Extract work at the same time simultaneously. 

Save Mode: 

Save mode stores the information crawled from the URL into a folder which is locally created on 
the system. 

Quiet Mode: 

The Quiet mode does all the above operations done by all the other modes in the background and 
saves it in a folder which can be accessed lately.  

PROTOTYPE 
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CONCLUSION 

The Internet and intranets have brought a lot of information. People often have search engine 
options to find needed information. Consequently, a web crawler is a crucial information explorer 
that searches the internet and gets web pages that are specific to the user's requirements.  
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Web crawlers are made to retrieve websites and add them to nearby repositories. A duplicate of 
each page that is visited is basically made by the crawler, which is then processed by the search 
engine, which subsequently indexes the downloaded pages to create the Quick search event. The 
review's primary goal is to provide insight into earlier web crawling efforts. This article also 
covered many web crawler-related studies. 

This entails a crawl rate of more than a million pages every day, which is adequate for the majority 
of academic research initiatives, as we note. We believe that by spreading components properly 
for bigger configurations, it is possible to obtain between pages per second and per node, however 
further research is necessary. We have given some early experiments and discussed the design and 
implementation specifics of our probe system. There are undoubtedly many ways to improve the 
system. The thorough examination of the system's scalability and the behaviour of its components 
is a crucial open subject for future research. Setting up a simulated test with many workstations 
and replicating the web using artificially generated pages or partially hosted snapshots is the easiest 
way to accomplish this web 16. 

 We are looking into testbeds for other high-performance networked systems as well as this option 
right now. Our research team's major focus is in using crawlers to look at further web search 
technology difficulties, and other students make use of the system and gather data in various ways. 
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